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                DETAILS OF ACTIVITIES OF THE SOCIETY  TILL DATE 

 

ALREADY UNDERTAKEN  

 

- The  web site of society www.actionforchange.co.in is fully functional. It is 

serving the first main object of society i.e making  public aware  nationwide 

about possible reforms in working of Govt. departments AND inviting their 

suggestions thereon. This will also be used for inviting opinion on draft 

solutions.  

 

- Further under EDUCATION REVOLUTION- a book ‘ Saral Gita-For 

Children’ has been got printed and also uploaded on this site in order to 

improve the character of our children at right time. It is prepared with Question 

box after each chapter in order to be taught as a subject in class VIth to VIIIth 

by school teachers in their extra periods. It covers first six chapters of Shrimad 

Bhagvad Gita and book for Class-XIth & Xth is under preparation.  

 

- For our non computer savvy public the message & opinion polls in English & 

Hindi have been got printed .Till date about 350 forms have been collected 

from local circle and much more are in process. The forms have also been sent 

to and have been collected by  representatives in other states . The opinion poll 

is also serving as awakening call to citizens for disciplined behaviour as to 

cleanliness, elections etc.. Further a JAN JAGRAN PATRAK in simple Hindi 

with a VICHAR KARE message is also under circulation alongwith thought 

provoking book’ SAMASYAYE BHARA PAIGAM-DESH KE NAM’ and are 

being distributed free of cost. 

 

 

 



- The second main object of the society has also been undertaken. The officers of 

various Govt. Departments have been met to arrive at a workable solution for 

quality & coordination problem of Govt. departments. A new governance 

model titling  ‘CIVIC SERVICES & TAXATION  REFORMS’  has been 

prepared and a’ NEW TAX REGIME’ is appearing on this site with a message 

to spread it to as many people as possible so that poitical party at the Centre 

may include it in their agenda.  A summarized version of NEW TAX MODEL 

with example is also appearing on the back of Jan Jagran Patrak showing that 

new tax regime is simple to implement and effective in collecting full tax. 

 

- As the new tax regime is a sure shot solution for controlling generation  of 

unaccounted money which result in corruprtin, it has been submitted to all 

concerned authorities under present Government viz. PMO-Niti Ayog, 

CBDT,MOF & NAC etc.. The same has also been sent to Sh. Narender Modi, 

Sh. Arvind Kejriwal ,Sh. Anna Hazare for taking appropriate action possible at 

their end. 

 

- For clarifying doubts on new tax regime and its formulation and 

implementation even answers to frequently raised probable questions  

( FAQs)  are also uploaded on this site and have been sent to all above 

authorities. 

 

BEING UNDERTAKEN 

 

- Developing representatives in each and every big town chain and ‘pass it  

     on method’. A detailed list of areas under reach has been prepared.  

     Initially they will be reached via post & phone calls. Once a sizeable fund  

     is developed , a visit to various places of India will be undertaken for  

     achieving the objects of society.  

 

- In order to reach poor & lower middle class people, an easily  

     understandable method of  awakening has been planned. Through easily   

     read JAN JAGRAN PATRAKS and q\ by arranging  small   videos ,  

     CDs  and musical skits etc. they will be taught what is   good for them  

     and how they can improve their standard of living. In  future it is planned  

     to cover villages of India by same method. 

 



 

- In education reforms our next step is to develop a curriculum based SARAL 

GITA – For IXth and Xth  level so as to infuse spiritual values in childrens. The 

knowledge gained ought not to  be for earning money only but also for 

spreading love and solace in society.   

 

BENEFITS THAT WILL ACCRUE TO SOCIETY(Detailed attached) 

 

- The Indian public will be able to mend their behaviour in public places; 

 

- The poor will rise above their present level so as to become a  

      constructive factor in nation’s development. 

 

- The Govt. will find a solution to provide civic services in a better way . 

 

- The childrens and needy will be able to get protection and services from govt. 

machinery and thus will be free from selfish sympathy of the rich.  
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